
Integrated Solutions

ADA Security was established in 1991 and for most of that time we have worked with the HSE  
delivering best quality products and solutions together with our total commitment to provide you 
with the best service in the industry. Our engineers are always on call and we can guarantee you same 
day response and now for the 1st time you can have one engineer look after all your security and 
patient safety systems.

Why Buy From ADA Healthcare Solutions

ADA has over 20 years of experience working with the HSE
Now, for the 1st time, one supplier to look after Patient Wander, Nurse Call, Staff Duress, 
Paging Systems, CCTV, Access Control, Asset Tracking and Baby Tagging
Competitive same day service & lower priced Service Contracts
Experienced engineers, locally based
One phone number to call for everything related to Patient Safety and Security

www.ada-security.com

The Hospital of the Future...Today



Tag it, Find it, Count it and Manage it all from a Simple Cloud-based Platform 

www.ada-security.com     Tel:  01 2999000 / 029 69054

Always know where your essential equipment is, and where it’s been. 
Eliminate loss and theft – you can  automatically lock exits if a valuable item 
is being taken from the building. You can even manage and track servicing 
and calibration, and drug expiration dates for medical inventory.

ASSET TRACKING & MANAGEMENT

PATIENT WANDER 

Our tags are the smallest and lightest in the industry with a strong yet 
comfortable tamper proof strap. Real time patient location (inc photograph). 
Simple and fast 2 step enrolment and discharge with patient photograph.

PATIENT MONITORING
INFANT SECURITY

Our tags are small, light and comfortable with the best infection control 
design in the industry. Only tag available with Dual-Tamper alert making it 
impossible to remove them without setting off an alarm event but also 
eliminates nuisance alarms.

We install both wired and wireless Nurse Call systems which integrate 
seamlessly with all other hospital systems and can be quickly and easily 
installed with minimal disruption.

NURSE CALL

STAFF SAFETY
Precise location allowing for rapid response where every second can be vital. 
Smart RFID offer a solution for every situation from simple assistance 
alarms to high risk psychiatric applications and man down systems.

CCTV & ACCESS CONTROL
We offer IP and HD CCTV systems with the highest resolution therefore 
reducing the amount of cameras that would be needed traditionally.

Our Access Control systems range from the smallest single stand-alone 
door to the most complex Multi-Door, Multi-Site Management Control 
Systems.


